
QuickLift basket adjusts its height so you can get dishes easily
Indulge in the efficient amenities provided by the QuickLift basket. Regardless 
if you have a full load with bulky items, you can effortlessly adjust the height so 
you can easily load or remove dishes.

Water reaches every corner. With the Dual Spray Arms
Ensure maximum water coverage with two spray arms. The rotating sprinklers 
send water jets into every corner of both the lower and upper basket, for 
dishwashing results you can rely on.

Powerful dishwashing. With SatelliteClean®
Experience impeccable dishwashing with 
SatelliteClean®. This spray arm has three-times better 
coverage than the standard. Because the double 
rotating arm constantly changes the angle of the spray. 
Water reaches every corner. For a complete clean. 

Effortless cycle-setting with QuickSelect 
QuickSelect offers optimal control over the dishwasher. 
Choose the cycle time with the slider and add extra 
treatments with a tap. Then the machine will do the 
rest. Get tailored cleaning delivered at a time that suits. 
And spotless dishes. 

Customisable space and convenient cleaning with 
MaxiFlex
The MaxiFlex drawer is engineered to accommodate 
cutlery and utensils of many sizes, whether large or 
awkwardly shaped. Flexible dividers and maximised 
depth mean each load is customisable. Essentially 
every item is seamlessly loaded and cleaned in one go.

The MaxiFlex drawer accommodates different type of utensils. From multiple 
cutlery sets to over-sized utensils. Flexible dividers mean every load is 
customisable. Flatware is kept separate from larger items and added depth 
increases each cycle's capacity. The ultimate in efficient, convenient cleaning. 

Customisable dishwashing. Efficient cleaning
The MaxiFlex drawer fits different types of utensils. From multiple cutlery sets 
to over-sized utensils. Flexible dividers mean every load is customisable. 
Flatware is kept separate from larger items and added depth increases each 
cycle's capacity. The ultimate in efficient, convenient cleaning.
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